Clinical features and patterns of psychopharmacological prescription in bipolar patients with vs without anxiety disorders at onset.
Up to just over half of bipolar disorder (BD) patients report at least one-lifetime anxiety disorder (AD). In some, anxiety represents the earliest psychiatric manifestation, prior to any mood episode. We sought to investigate prevalence of AD subtypes as first psychiatric manifestations and AD's relations with duration of untreated illness (DUI) and treatment among BD outpatients. We recruited patients referred to the Centre for the Treatment of Depressive Disorders in Milan, diagnosed with BD-I, BD-II, BD not otherwise specified (BD-NOS) and cyclothymia according to Diagnostic and Statistical Manual fourth edition-text revision criteria. Several clinical characteristics were assessed through retrospective chart review and/or direct patient interviews. Based on presence/absence of an AD at psychiatric onset, eligible subjects were stratified into two groups (A+ and A-) and clinical features were compared between these groups and between BD subtypes. We analysed 260 BD patients (77 BD-I, 122 BD-II, 45 BD-NOS and 16 cyclothymia). An AD was the first psychiatric manifestation in 69 patients (26.5%). BD-II and BD-NOS more frequently had an AD at psychiatric onset, with panic disorder being the most common AD. Among A+ vs A-, age at BD onset was younger, duration of untreated BD illness (DUI) was longer, and a mood stabilizer/antipsychotic was less often prescribed at psychiatric onset. Considering BD in its longitudinal course, over one in four BD patients presenting with an AD at psychiatric onset belatedly access adequate treatment, with subsequent prolonged DUI and prospective worse outcome compared to patients with a mood episode at psychiatric onset.